The more you connect online, the more digital footprints you leave behind

The information you share on social networking sites is valuable

Social networking sites are an amazing way to connect with friends and family. But the information that these sites collect about you — not just what’s on your profile but also the records of everything you do on the site — says a lot about your interests, habits, beliefs, and concerns. And outdated privacy laws, written before the Internet even existed, mean that even when you think your profile is “private,” it isn’t private to the government. **Don’t pay for social networking by giving up control of your personal information. Demand a privacy upgrade. Demand your dotRights.**

You’re connecting—and companies are keeping track

When you chat with friends in a coffee shop, no one stands next to you, taking notes on who you’re talking to or what you talk about. But most social networking sites keep records of every friend you chat with, every status update you post, and every page you visit. They might keep these records about you and your online activities for years. They use this information to create a profile about you, and maybe to “customize” your online experience or to provide targeted advertising. They might also share it with or sell it to other companies. And you might not even know any of this is happening.

You’re connecting—and the government is keeping track

Your profile and all the records collected by social networking sites are a treasure trove of details about your private life. And the government is taking advantage of loopholes and grey areas in outdated privacy laws to try to get its hands on this information without a search warrant reviewed and approved by a judge. Facebook has admitted that it gets up to 20 demands a day for information about its users—demands that a judge has never seen!

**Demand control of your social networking history**

You deserve to be able to use social networking sites without having to worry that your personal information could end up being used in ways you never intended or imagined. **It’s time to upgrade privacy laws to keep our personal information safe. It’s time to stop paying for new technology with our privacy. It’s time to Demand our dotRights!**

**Learn More:** Visit www.aclu-tn.org/dotRights.html to learn more and to sign up for updates.

**Spread the Word:** Send an e-card to a friend, find us on Facebook, follow us on Twitter.

**Take Action:** Demand that companies tell you who’s getting their hands on your information and that lawmakers update privacy law.
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